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1 TIS DOUBLE PENDULUM (TDP) – GENERAL PROPERTIES AND 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

1.1 General Description of TDP 

TDP (TIS Double Pendulum) is the double curvature, curved surface slider type seismic 

isolation device. There are two backing plates in TDP with the same radius of curvature. 

Therefore, upper and lower surfaces of the sliding shoe are identical to each other and 

matching with the radius of curvature of the backing plates. With this mechanism, parallelism 

of the upper and lower parts of the isolation level is maintained. Sliding element of TDP moves 

on both of the backing plates simultaneously, that allows both surfaces to accommodate 

horizontal displacement and rotation. Section view of a typical TDP device is shown in Figure 

1.1. 

Figure 1.1: Section view of a TDP device for static and maximum displacement conditions 

1.2 Materials used in TDP 

Unless requested otherwise, below listed materials are used to manufacture TDP isolators. 

 Grade EN 10025 S355JR steel for main body of slider and backing plates

 Grade EN 10088-2 stainless steel for sliding surfaces

 Grade 8.8 or 10.9 bolts

 Grade EN 10083 Dowels

 Special friction material, Technoslide
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 Special protection system against environmental conditions, such as dust, humidity,

oil, etc.

 Adequate coating on the exterior and interior surfaces depending on the environmental

condition, according to EN 12944, EN 1337-9 and EN 15129

1.3 Technical Properties of TDP 

1.3.1 Behavior of TDP 

Hysteretic behavior of TDP curved surface slider type base isolation devices is a bi-linear curve 

with almost infinite initial stiffness. The parameters that define this behavior are provided in 

Figure 1.2. Results from prototype tests prove that real behavior of TDP devices is consistent 

with this bi-linear modelling theory. 

For the design of upper structure, effective values may be used in elastic analyses, but to 

perform nonlinear response history analyses, bi-linear hysteretic behavior shall be defined 

properly for each type of TDP device. 

Figure 1.2: Bi-linear hysteretic model used for TDP isolators 

In practice, yield displacement, dy, is usually very close to zero and the motion in the isolator 

starts when the external horizontal force exceeds breakaway frictional force of the isolator. 

Then, oscillation of TDP is completely dependent on the radius of curvature value of the curved 

surfaces. It is essential for curved surface sliders to have smooth transition between static and 

dynamic conditions (i.e. at the instant the motion starts). This can only be achieved when the 

static friction coefficient is equal to the dynamic friction coefficient. Unless this equality is 

satisfied, the phenomenon called “stick-slip” occurs during the seismic motion. Stick-slip is a 

very dangerous effect because it causes sudden force and acceleration increases in the upper 

structure and creates instability for the superstructure. Thanks to superior frictional properties 

of Technoslide, stick-slip is not present in TDP devices. Tests performed in independent 
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laboratories prove that static and dynamic friction coefficients of Technoslide; and therefore, 

TDP devices are almost equal to each other. Details of these test results are provided in 

Chapter 2 of this document. 

As given by the equations in Figure 1.3, characteristics of any TDP device depends directly on 

friction coefficient, radius of curvature of the sliding surfaces and axial load on the isolation 

unit. Axial load on isolators also have a secondary effect since it also changes the actual 

dynamic friction coefficient of each isolator. In other words, friction coefficient of TDP depends 

on compressive stress on Technoslide pad; and therefore, axial load on the isolator. 

Relationship between compressive stress and nominal dynamic friction coefficient for TDP is 

shown in Figure 1.3. 

Figure 1.3: Relationship between friction coefficient and compressive stress for TDP devices 

Notes on Specific Topics: 

Torsion: Curved surface sliders eliminate torsion automatically. That is achieved by the basic 

working principle of curved surface slider (CSS). Horizontal stiffness of an individual CSS is 

completely determined by the vertical load on that unit. (i.e. higher horizontal stiffness for 

higher axial load and vice versa). Therefore, mass center of the structure coincides 

automatically with the horizontal stiffness center of the isolation system, provided that materials 

used in sliding surfaces and radius of curvature values are the same for all isolation units. 

Re-centering: It is usually considered critical that after-shocks may be dangerous for curved 

surface sliders because of possible residual displacement on the isolators after an earthquake, 

which results less displacement capacity for any after-shock. However, this problem can 

usually be omitted. There are two important properties shall be considered here. The first one 

is the nature of ground motions. It has been observed that a strong tendency to self-centering 

is provided by the random sequence of cycles of any ground motion. The second one is the 

geometrical property of curved surface sliders. It is evident in Figure 1.4 that when the system 
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is displaced to a random point, a cycle inducing a movement towards the origin (green) will 

require a lower acceleration than a cycle inducing an increment of the displacement (red). 

Therefore, some compromise between residual displacement, design displacement and 

design shear will anyway be required and will depend on design ground motion and 

performance philosophy. 

Figure 1.4: Re-centering in curved surface sliders 

1.3.2 Design of TDP 

Design of TDP isolators are performed following several internationally accepted seismic 

design codes and/or project specific design criterion if available. Design codes that are used 

as default are EN 15129, Eurocode 8, ASCE 7-10, ASCE 7-16.  

General isolator characteristics (i.e. equivalent friction coefficient and radius of curvature) are 

first determined, depending on the project. Then, depending on the loading conditions on each 

type of TDP devices, dimensioning of components are performed depending on material 

properties of each individual component, considering also the target friction coefficient values. 

Bolt Calculations: Properties and dimensions of bolts and anchor elements are determined 

according to EN 1993-1-8 for the maximum expected shear load on each TDP device.  

Minimum Base Plate Thickness: Minimum plate thickness under the sliding element is 

determined by the methodology defined in Chapter 8 of 2011-dated MCEER-11-004 report 

named as “LRFD-Based Analysis and Design Procedures for Bridge Bearings and Seismic 

Isolators” (M.C. Constantinou, 2011). Both elastic and plastic approaches defined in the 

referred report are being used to determine the minimum plate thickness values. 

Concrete Bearing Strength: If base isolation is applied in an R/C structure, it is essential to 

verify that concrete members above and below the base isolation device can sustain the 

stresses transferred by the isolator. To verify that, specifications defined in Chapter 6.7 of EN 

1992-1-1 is used. The methodology defined in the referred code section is provided in Figure 

1.5. By this calculation, minimum base plate thickness as well as minimum grout thickness and 

strength can also be determined and/or revised. 
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Figure 1.5: Methodology used to check concrete bearing above and below TDP isolators in reinforced 
concrete structures 

At the end of design procedure, general dimensions of TDP isolators are obtained. Parametric 

drawings of a typical TDP device are provided in Figure 1.6. 
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Figure 1.6: General plan (top) and section views for static (middle) and maximum displacement 
(bottom) conditions of a typical TDP device (parametric)  
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2 PREVIOUS TEST RESULTS 

The test results presented in this section are summarized from several test procedures on 

several different types of isolators, with similar working pressures as proposed TDP devices. 

Tables and graphs below are directly taken from the official EUCENTRE reports and 

Politecnico di Milano report listed below. 

- TIS171E14_Tec-Report_EUC171-2014E 

- TIS253E14_Tec-Report_EUC253-2014E_2 

- TIS161E16_Tec-Report_EUC161-2016E_1 

- TIS066E17_Tec-Report_EUC066-2017E_3 

- Politecnico di Milano Report No. 2014/1991 

TIS171E14_Tec-Report_EUC171-2014E 
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TIS253E14_Tec-Report_EUC253-2014E_2 
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TIS161E16_Tec-Report_EUC161-2016E_1 
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TIS066E17_Tec-Report_EUC066-2017E_3 
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Politecnico di Milano Report No. 2014/1991 
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TIS TECHNOLOGICAL ISOLATION SYSTEMS - PROJECTS 
BURSA KESTEL RAFET KAHRAMAN STATE HOSPITAL 

Bursa Kestel Rafet Kahraman State Hospital is a 125-bed state hospital that will provide 
service in Kestel, Bursa. The building, which has a reinforced concrete load bearing system, 
has been designed as a seismically base-isolated system and superstructure has been 
isolated at the foundation level against earthquake effects. The seismic isolators has been 
designed, manufactured and installed by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. The 
construction of the hospital, which is being carried out by Tetiş Yapı İnşaat A.Ş., is 
underway. Information about the project and isolation system is presented at the table 
below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 05.09.2016 

Completion date of site installation 18.11.2016 
Total number of devices 200 (Str: 192 + Prototype: 8) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 560 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 1600 / 3000 / 4000 / 6000 kN 
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TURKCELL İZMİR DATA CENTER 

Turkcell İzmir Data Center, which is being constructed by Turkcell İletişim Hizmetleri A.Ş. in 
Torbalı, İzmir, has been designed as a seismically isolated system in order to prevent 
sensitive devices inside the building from earthquake damage and provide post-earthquake 
function. The seismic isolators has been designed, manufactured and installed by TİS 
Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. Information about the project and isolation system is 
presented at the table below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 14.11.2016 

Completion date of site installation 12.05.2017 
Total number of devices 91 (Str: 87+ Prototype: 4) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 470 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 6900 / 12700 kN 
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ZEYNEL BEY TOMB 

Zeynel Bey Tomb is an important historical monument, which was built in the borders of 
today’s Batman province at the end of 1400s, by the ruler of Aqqoyunlu Federation for his 
son martyred in the Battle of Otlukbeli. Zeynel Bey Tomb, which will be submerged when 
under-construction Ilısu Dam starts to operate, has been transported to an open-air museum 
2-km away from its original location within a project run by DSİ (The General Directorate of 

State Hydraulics Works). As a result of researches carried out by Middle East Technical 
University and Boğaziçi University, it is decided that the structure will be installed on a 

seismic isolation system in order to protect it from earthquake hazards in the region. 

Zeynel Bey Tomb has been placed on the seismic isolators designed, manufactured and 
installed by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. Information about the isolation system is 
presented below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 26.01.2017 

Completion date of site installation 20.03.2017 
Total number of devices 8 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 420 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 1250 kN 
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DİYARBAKIR SİLVAN STATE HOSPITAL 

Diyarbakır Silvan State Hospital is a 150-bed state hospital that will provide service in Silvan, 
Diyarbakır. The building, which has a reinforced concrete load bearing system, has been 
designed as a seismically base-isolated system and superstructure has been isolated at the 
foundation level against earthquake effects. The seismic isolators has been designed, 
manufactured and installed by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. The construction of the 
hospital, which is being carried out by Kayasan-EVO JV, is underway. Information about the 
project and isolation system is presented at the table below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 13.03.2017 

Completion date of site installation 17.10.2017 
Total number of devices 331 (Str: 325+ Prototype: 6) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 280 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 1700 / 3400 / 6600 kN 
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MUĞLA MİLAS STATE HOSPITAL 

Muğla Milas State Hospital is a 150-bed state hospital that will provide service in Milas, 
Muğla. The building, which has a reinforced concrete load bearing system, has been 
designed as a seismically base-isolated system and superstructure has been isolated at the 
foundation level against earthquake effects. The seismic isolators has been designed, 
manufactured and installed by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. The construction of the 
hospital, which is being carried out by Doku İnşaat A.Ş., is underway. Information about the 
project and isolation system is presented at the table below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 26.05.2017 

Completion date of site installation 25.12.2017 
Total number of devices 414 (Str: 408 + Prototype: 6) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 460 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 1600 / 2500 / 5500 kN 
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PALLADIUM MALL SKY BRIDGE, TEHRAN, IRAN 

Steel pedestrian crossing bridge between car parking area and main building of Palladium 
Mall in Tehran, Iran has been designed as base isolated. The seismic isolators has been 
designed and manufactured by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. Information about the 
project and isolation system is presented at the table below 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 22.08.2017 

Completion date of site installation 14.11.2017 
Total number of devices 4 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 380 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 1700 kN 
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BURSA ALİ OSMAN SÖNMEZ STATE HOSPITAL 
Bursa Ali Osman Sönmez State Hospital is a 750-bed state hospital that will provide service 
in Osmangazi, Bursa. The building, which has a reinforced concrete load bearing system, 
has been designed as a seismically base-isolated system and superstructure has been 
isolated at the foundation level against earthquake effects. The seismic isolators has been 
designed, manufactured and being installed by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. The 
construction of the hospital, which is being carried out by Didoray-Demce JV, is underway. 
Information about the project and isolation system is presented at the table below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 09.07.2017 

Completion date of site installation Continued 
Total number of devices 931 (Str: 923 + Prototype: 8) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 410 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 4800 / 9200 / 13100 / 17200 kN 
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BİLECİK STATE HOSPITAL 

Bilecik State Hospital is a 250-bed state hospital that will provide service in Bilecik. The 
building, which has a reinforced concrete load bearing system, has been designed as a 
seismically base-isolated system and superstructure has been isolated at the foundation 
level against earthquake effects. The seismic isolators has been designed, manufactured 
and installed by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. The construction of the hospital, 
which is being carried out by Aras İnşaat A.Ş., is underway. Information about the project 
and isolation system is presented at the table below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 31.10.2017 

Completion date of site installation 09.03.2018 
Total number of devices 414 (Str: 408 + Prototype: 6) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 210 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 5000 / 7900 / 14600 kN 
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MALATYA STATE HOSPITAL 

Malatya State Hospital is a 300-bed state hospital that will provide service in Malatya. The 
building, which has a reinforced concrete load bearing system, has been designed as a 
seismically base-isolated system and superstructure has been isolated at the foundation 
level against earthquake effects. The seismic isolators has been designed, manufactured 
and installed by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. The construction of the hospital, 
which is being carried out by KLV A.Ş., is underway. Information about the project and 
isolation system is presented at the table below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 20.11.2017 

Completion date of site installation 16.02.2018 
Total number of devices 254 (Str: 246 + Prototype: 8) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 360 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 4600 / 6600 / 10900 / 16000 kN 
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S.ALESSIO VE S.STEFANO VIADUCTS, CALABRIA, ITALY 

S.Alessio and S.Stefano Viaducts are steel highway viaducts that will provide service in 
Calabria region in Italy. The viaducts have been designed as base-isolated. The seismic 
isolators has been designed and manufactured by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. 
The construction of the viaducts is underway. Information about the project and isolation 
system is presented at the table below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 18.12.2017 

Completion date of site installation Continued 
Total number of devices 81 (Str: 77 + Prototype: 4) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 270 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 1700 / 5600 kN 
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ERZİNCAN STATE HOSPITAL 

Erzincan State Hospital is a 250-bed state hospital that will provide service in Erzincan. The 
building, which has a reinforced concrete load bearing system, has been designed as a 
seismically base-isolated system and superstructure has been isolated at the foundation 
level against earthquake effects. The seismic isolators has been designed, manufactured 
and installed by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. The construction of the hospital, 
which is being carried out by Tetiş İnşaat A.Ş., is underway. Information about the project 
and isolation system is presented at the table below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 20.11.2017 

Completion date of site installation 13.07.2018 
Total number of devices 235 (Str: 229 + Prototype: 6) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 610 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 5300 / 10200 / 13900 kN 
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TOKAT TURHAL STATE HOSPITAL 

Tokat Turhal State Hospital is a 300-bed state hospital that will provide service in Turhal, 
Tokat. The building, which has a reinforced concrete load bearing system, has been 
designed as a seismically base-isolated system and superstructure has been isolated at the 
foundation level against earthquake effects. The seismic isolators has been designed, 
manufactured and installed by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. The construction of the 
hospital, which is being carried out by Tetiş İnşaat A.Ş., is underway. Information about the 
project and isolation system is presented at the table below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 19.02.2018 

Completion date of site installation 27.04.2018 
Total number of devices 315 (Str: 309 + Prototype: 6) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 460 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 2500 / 3700 / 7100 kN 
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HISTORICAL GÖZTEPE TRAIN STATION BUILDING 

Historical Göztepe Train Station Building is a masonry structure that is being renovated 
within the scope of Marmaray Project. The earthquake protection after the restoration is 
decided to be achieved by seismic isolation system. To that purpose, a new R/C walls are 
constructed underneath the actual station building and base isolation devices have been 
installed on that new shear walls. The seismic isolators has been designed, manufactured 
and installed by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. The construction works have been 
completed by KKC Marmaray İnşaat M.T.O. Information about the project and isolation 
system is presented at the table below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 09.02.2018 

Completion date of site installation 29.06.2018 
Total number of devices 11 (Str: 9 + Prototype: 2) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 300 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 4000 kN 
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KÜTAHYA INTEGRATED HEALTH CAMPUS 

Kütahya Integrated Health Campus is a 500-bed PPP hospital that will provide service in 
Kütahya. The building, which has a reinforced concrete load bearing system, has been 
designed as a seismically base-isolated system and superstructure has been isolated at the 
foundation level against earthquake effects. The seismic isolators has been designed, 
manufactured and being installed by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. The construction 
of the hospital, which is being carried out by Güriş Holding (Dumlupınar Health Services), is 
underway. Information about the project and isolation system is presented at the table 
below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 14.05.2018 

Completion date of site installation Continued 
Total number of devices 506 (Str: 498 + Prototype: 8) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 560 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 5000 / 8300 / 11600 / 15300 kN 
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METU WIND TUNNEL 
Middle East Technical University, Center for Wind Energy Research (METUWIND) has 
started construction of new administrative building and laboratory building in the campus of 
METU. This laboratory building will include the first supersonic wind tunnel in Turkey, which 
will be used by many industries such as aviation, automotive and construction. Steel body of 
the wind tunnel is placed on pot bearings and fixed and guided special bearings that have 
been designed, manufactured and installed by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. 
Information about the bearings is presented at the table below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Pot Bearing (TPB) 
Start date of the production 18.05.2017 

Completion date of site installation 15.02.2018 
Total number of devices 40 (Pot bearing: 22 + Other: 18) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 60 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 660 / 1100 kN 

Rotation capacity of the devices ± 0.025 rad 
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HAYDARPAŞA TRAIN STATION OVERPASS BRIDGE 

Haydarpaşa Train Station Overpass Bridge is a steel bridge located at Tıbbiye Street in 

Haydarpaşa, İstanbul. Within the scope of the project, the old steel bridge is being removed 

and a new steel bridge is going to be constructed at the same location. TİS Teknolojik 

İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. has designed and manufactured the pot bearings of the new bridge. 

The bearings are being installed by TİS. Information about the bearings is given in the table 

below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Pot Bearing (TPB) 
Start date of the production 18.05.2018 

Completion date of site installation Continued 
Total number of devices 88 (Fixed: 66 + Guided: 22) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 0 / 60 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 2800 / 1500 kN 

Rotation capacity of the devices ± 0.01 rad 
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UŞAK STATE HOSPITAL 

Uşak State Hospital is a 200-bed state hospital that will provide service in Uşak. The 
building, which has a reinforced concrete load bearing system, has been designed as a 
seismically base-isolated system and superstructure has been isolated at the foundation 
level against earthquake effects. The seismic isolators has been designed, manufactured 
and is being installed by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. The construction of the 
hospital, which is being carried out by Pekintaş Yapı A.Ş., is underway. Information about 
the project and isolation system is presented at the table below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 27.08.2018 

Completion date of site installation Continued 
Total number of devices 212 (Str: 206 + Prototype: 6) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 370 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 4000 / 9400 / 15200 kN 
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TURKCELL EUROPE DATA CENTER, TEKİRDAĞ 

Turkcell Europe Data Center, which is being constructed by Turkcell İletişim Hizmetleri A.Ş. 
in Çorlu, Tekirdağ, has been designed as a seismically isolated system in order to prevent 
sensitive devices inside the building from earthquake damage and provide post-earthquake 
function. The seismic isolators has been designed, manufactured and will be installed by TİS 
Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. Information about the project and isolation system is 
presented at the table below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 23.07.2018 

Completion date of site installation Not started 
Total number of devices 226 (Str: 222 + Prototype: 4) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 200 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 6000 / 11600 kN 

MUĞLA YATAĞAN STATE HOSPITAL 

Muğla Yatağan State Hospital is a 100-bed state hospital that will provide service in Muğla. 
The building, which has a reinforced concrete load bearing system, has been designed as a 
seismically base-isolated system and superstructure has been isolated at the foundation 
level against earthquake effects. The seismic isolators has been designed, being 
manufactured and will be installed by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. The 
construction of the hospital, which is being carried out by Krom Constr., is underway. 
Information about the project and isolation system is presented at the table below. 

Name of the produced devices TİS Double Pendulum (TDP) 
Start date of the production 15.10.2018 

Completion date of site installation Not started 
Total number of devices 191 (Str: 183 + Prototype: 8) 

Displacement capacity of the devices ± 270 mm 
Load bearing capacity of the devices 3700 / 7500 / 14800 / 23600 kN 

TIS, between November 2016 and today, 
 Has manufactured and delivered total of 4361 devices for 18 different

projects overall. 4233 of those are seismic isolation devices; whereas,
128 are structural bearings.

 Have performed prototype tests on 78 base isolation devices according
to EN15129 and/or TBDY2018 (New Turkish Earthquake Code). These
prototype tests have been performed both in Eucentre Laboratory
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(Pavia, Italy) and Caltrans SRMD Laboratory (San Diego, USA). All of the 
prototype tests have been successfully completed. 

 Have successfully performed and reported factory production control
tests on 1923 base isolation devices according to EN15129 and/or
TBDY2018 in the factory of TIS in the base isolator testing laboratory
which has a testing rig that have been calibrated by the accredited
institutions.
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4 INSTALLATION OF THE DEVICE 

4.1 Pre-Installation Arrangements 

The following arrangements shall be made by the client. The suitability of the work environment 

is under the responsibility of the client.  

4.1.1 General Safety 

The safety of the work environment and the devices’ installation places shall be controlled 

before the operation begins. If there is any unfavorableness in the work environment, the 

operation shall not be started. 

The machinery, equipment and staff rig shall be controlled whether there is any lack that may 

cause safety flaw. If there is, the deficit shall be met. 

The safety of the devices (and accordingly the structure) shall be controlled after installation 

to see if the devices are leveled, aligned, and if the dust protection covers are undamaged. 

4.1.2 Storage Conditions 

The devices shall stay inside their vacuumed packages as protected during storage and 

the package shall NOT be removed before placing them to their designated places. 

 Care shall be taken not to damage the packages that may eventually cause

damage or dirt on the devices. The number of devices that will be

superimposed shall be decided according to their weights. The maximum

total weight of stacked devices shall not exceed 2 tons. The weight of

devices is specified on the documents sent along with the isolators.

 Packaged devices shall be carried, stored and opened in the same configuration as

they are landed from transport vehicle. The devices shall not be turned upside down in

any of those procedures. The device labels on the devices shall always stay in the

direction as they are attached. Photos of packaged devices are shown below.
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 Packaged devices shall not be subjected to any extreme temperature, dust, water, rain

and/or other external factors that may damage and/or contaminate the devices.

No dust in the area No water in the area Protection from rain 

 The minimum and maximum temperatures at which the devices shall be stored are

-30 °C and +70 °C, respectively.

 The storage area shall be dry.

 There shall be no chemical substance such as oil, acid, etc. that may contaminate the

packaged devices near storage area.

 The storage area is recommended to be away from any recreational areas or areas

that are extensively used by staff of the construction site.

4.1.3 Handling of the Devices 

Isolators are heavy and sensitive devices. It is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN to remove their 

packages, lift, carry, and install BY HAND. Machineries such as cranes, tower cranes, 

forklifts and/or pallet trucks shall be used for the lifting, handling, installation and 

replacement of the devices. 

 The devices shall be inside their packages until the installation to their designated

places starts.

 All the occupational health and safety rules shall be applied during the handling of the

devices. The rules to be obeyed shall be referenced from Occupational Health and

Safety Law with No. 6331.

 The devices shall not be released suddenly to avoid any damage or misalignment of

the devices.
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Fiber ropes shall be used while hanging the devices with cranes and forklifts. Chains 

made of any kind of metal, or any kind that may scratch the device are STRICTLY 

FORBIDDEN to be used. 

4.1.4 Qualifications of the Installation Staff 

This section is applicable if the installation is carried out by the client or any third party staff. 

The staff shall have adequate experience in structural bearing installations, and shall have 

necessary technical training for TDP isolator installation. 

4.2 Installation 

All the materials (bolts, anchorages, etc.) which are used to connect the devices to the 

lower and upper structures are supplied by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. It is 

strictly forbidden to use any other connection components which are not supplied and/or 

approved by TİS A.Ş. 

It is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN use welding while connecting the devices to the lower and/or 

upper structures whatsoever. It is also STRICTLY FORBIDDEN to weld the components 

of the devices with one another. 

It is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN to remove temporary assembly ties before installation and 

the construction of at least 2 stories of superstructure is finished. 

4.2.1 Responsibilities 

Site Engineers, Rough Works Chief, Site Chief, and Safety Chief in particular, are responsible 

for implementing all the provisions given in this section. 
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4.2.2 Safety Measures 

The following safety measures shall be scrupulously followed during the course of installation, 

along with all the provisions generally stated in Safety Manual. Along with the safety measures 

stated in this part, any additional regulation considered necessary by the Administration shall 

be implemented and scrupulously followed under the supervision of individuals responsible.  

1. It shall be provided, that all personnel on site use all necessary protective equipment

(safety helmet, safety belt, gloves, etc.).

2. All stationary units; machinery, workbench and electricity wirings shall be grounded in

accordance with the provisions of Occupational Health and Safety Guidelines, Ministry

of Environment and Urban Planning, Electricity Interior Wiring Regulation.

3. All the lifting and transport machines, devices and vehicles shall be controlled by their

operators before operation begins. Steel ropes, chains, lifting straps, pulleys and

automatic stoppers shall also be controlled according to their control schedules.

4. Sufficient number of fire extinguishers shall be placed in visible and accessible places

and their expiration dates shall be periodically controlled.

5. Hand tools and their cables shall not be placed on stairways, walkways or any places

that workers may use as passages.

6. Welding machines shall be isolated from holders and their machine bodies shall be

grounded. It shall be ensured that welding machines shall not be used by inexperienced

personnel.

7. Safety of scaffolds shall be controlled frequently.

8. Construction sites shall be cleared off any material/object that may cause trip and fall.

4.2.3 Quality Control 

The following provisions shall be followed during the quality control of the devices to be 

installed, all the equipment and materials to be used, the structure and environment.  

1. All the materials shall have TSE approval and necessary quality documents from their

manufacturers.

2. Device anchorages shall be installed to the column/wall/pedestals correctly, by

complying with the approved construction documents and drawings.

3. Templates shall be used for the installation of each anchorage socket in order to keep

the distance between each anchorage, and elevation of the top of each anchorage

correctly. A sufficient number of templates shall be manufactured and used in order not

to hinder concrete casting. Templates that have a corrupt mitre shall not be allowed for

using during installation.

4. Anchorage sockets shall be clean, free from rust, smooth, straight. Their dimensions

shall comply with the technical documents.

5. The environment and anchorage installation place shall be clear of dirt and trash.

6. Correct type of devices shall be installed to their designated places.
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7. A cement-based, single-ingredient, self-compacting grout shall be used to fix the

devices and completely fill under them. An exemplary photo of grout cement is

presented below.

8. The formwork of grout concrete shall not be removed before specified setting time.

9. The shipping, unloading, and storage of the devices shall be done according to all the

provisions stated in this manual and Instruction Book.

4.2.4 Method Statement 

1. Anchorage sockets, which will be placed inside column/wall/pedestal concrete, shall

be selected complying with approved technical documents/drawings. They shall be

installed to their designated locations.

2. Anchorage sockets, having correct dimensions, shall be fixed to their positions with the

help of templates so that they shall not displace relative to each other and relative to

any reference point, during concrete casting.

3. A sufficient number of templates shall be manufactured and used so that concrete

casting can continue on multiple columns/pedestals at the same time and concrete

casting schedule is not hindered.

4. The dimension, elevation and layout of each anchorage socket shall be controlled after

concrete casting. It shall also be controlled that each socket remains inside concrete.

5. It shall be controlled before mounting the device that the top of each anchorage socket

is on the same horizontal level/plane.
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6. The type of device, which will be mounted on the column/wall/pedestal, shall be written

on that column/pedestal, with the help of a spray paint or similar agent. A representative

view of such application can be seen below picture.

7. Before the mounting of devices, the types of anchorage sockets shall be controlled

again in accordance with technical documents.

8. Top surfaces of column/wall/pedestals shall be cleaned. The surfaces that will be in

contact with grout shall be roughened. Correct type of devices shall be placed on their

designated places on the anchorage sockets, their vertical alignment shall be controlled

by water gauge and their bolts shall be fastened with required torque.

9. Grout shall be approved by the contractor and TİS A.Ş. It shall be prepared according

to the recipe specified by the manufacturer of the grout. A representative photo of grout

is presented below.

10. Grout shall be poured inside a formwork that will be mounted below the device. Inner

surfaces shall be lubricated so that grout will not stick to formwork. In order to prevent

leaking of grout, all the edges of formwork shall be covered with silicone or similar
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material. Column/wall/pedestal face shall be waterlogged at least 6 hours before 

pouring grout. An example application of formwork and silicone is presented below.   

11. Grout shall be poured inside the formwork from one point and let it uniformly fill the

formwork in order to prevent cold-joints.

12. While the grout is being poured, it shall be spread out and bubbles shall be removed

with a help of hook-shaped thin steel rod. It shall be ensured that grout will fill the bottom

of the device without any voids.

13. Grout shall be protected from sun, wind, rain and/or frost in the first 24 hours after grout

is poured.

14. Formworks shall not be removed before 18-24 hours after grout pouring. Pouring finish

date and time shall be marked on formworks, if necessary.

15. One device, selected by the contractor, in every 50-device group shall be removed and

grout shall be controlled if there are any voids, cracks or other damages, after grout-

pouring process is finished and grout are set. A representation of this process can be

seen below.
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16. Devices shall be put under temporary protection against any damage from other

continuing manufacturing on the construction site.

17. Upper structure anchorage sockets shall be controlled before upper structure formwork

is mounted.
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5 REPLACEMENT OF THE DEVICE 

This is a general procedure for the replacement of the isolator in the case of necessity. Different 

methods may be used for different projects/structures, created by TİS A.Ş. or with the approval 

of TİS A.Ş. The replacement of the isolators is done by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri A.Ş. 

or if the client demand, another company that is approved by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri 

A.Ş. 

Inspection and maintenance procedure implies that TDP isolators may be damaged and 

become non-functional after a major earthquake, a flood or fire. In order to maintain the 

functionality of the isolated building after those effects, damaged isolators should be replaced 

with new and identical TDP isolators. 

5.1 Replacement Procedure 

The figures in the following procedure are NOT to scale and NO calculations have been 

done for sketching. 

 This procedure is for general purpose and a more detailed procedure shall be prepared

project-specific since the characteristics of the superstructure and its possible behavior

during the uplift are not known by the manufacturer.

 The manufacturer is responsible for only deciding on the required uplift distance for the

removal and installation of the devices. Forces and displacements of the superstructure

that may occur during the uplift and, more importantly, local stresses and deformations

at the locations of uplift devices shall be checked by the designer very carefully for the

detailed procedure. The re-centering of the superstructure shall also be checked by the

designer.

 The type of uplift equipment, exact locations of the equipment, and the method of uplift

shall be decided on afterwards.

The following steps of general procedure shall be carried out. 
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1. Two steel columns, each are coupled as shown in Figure 5.1, shall be placed at two

opposite sides of the column on which the isolator shall be replaced.

Figure 5.1: The position of coupled steel columns in section and plan view 

2. Hydraulic jacks shall be inserted between the top of coupled steel columns and bottom

of the upper slab, as shown in Figure 5.2. They are used to release the axial force on

the isolator and decompress the isolator to be replaced.

Figure 5.2: Installation of hydraulic jacks in section and plan view 
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3. The anchor bolts, which hold the isolator plates on the upper and lower columns, shall

be unfastened in order to release the isolator from the columns.

4. The hydraulic jacks shall be activated in order to release the axial force on the isolator

(decompress the isolator) and create necessary space to safely remove the isolator

from the anchors and subsequently from its place under the column (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3: Decompressing the isolator 

5. Grout, which was poured under the isolator during its installation, shall be broken

down in order to remove the isolator more easily.

6. The damaged isolator shall be removed and the new isolator shall be installed by

complying with the Installation Procedure.

7. The hydraulic jacks shall be gradually released to lower the upper column so that the

anchors on the upper column can pass through the anchor ties on the upper plate of

the new isolator.

8. The anchor bolts on both upper and lower plates of the new isolator shall be fastened

with adequate torque.

9. The hydraulic jacks shall be fully released after the installation and anchorage of the

new isolator, to compress the new isolator with previously existing axial load.

10. The coupled steel columns shall be removed.

11. The removed isolator and newly installed isolator shall be transported with a pallet truck

and lifted with a forklift (Figure 5.4) that have suitable dimensions to work in the

supported structure without being restrained by lack of elbow room.
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Figure 5.4: Removal of the damaged, and installation of the new isolator 
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6 INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURE 

6.1 INSPECTION PLAN 

The inspection plan proposed by TİS Teknolojik İzolatör Sistemleri for TDP devices are 

explained under three main topics, namely situations that require inspection, inspection 

procedures for different conditions and inspection schedule. Related maintenance procedures 

and plans are provided in Section 6.1.2.  

6.1.1 Situations that Require Inspection  

The situations are listed below. Inspection procedures are provided in Section 6.1.2 separately 

for each condition.  

a) At the end of installation of each/all TDP isolators, general condition of isolators shall

be controlled.

b) At the end of construction of entire structure, before it is being used, both structure and

all TDP isolators shall be inspected.

c) Periodic inspections shall be performed on each isolator. Schedule is detailed in

Section 6.1.3.

d) Whenever the periodic inspection is performed on the sub or super-structure, TDP

isolators shall be inspected.

e) After an earthquake, the inspections shall be performed on all devices to assess the

extent of the earthquake damage to the TDP isolators.

f) After a fire at the base isolation level, all TDP isolators shall be inspected.

g) After a storm or any incident that resulted flooding, at least up to isolation level, all TDP

isolators shall be inspected.

6.1.2 Inspection Procedure  

Different inspection items/procedures according to Section 6.1.1 are presented below. If not 

stated otherwise, all of the inspections shall be visual. 

For Situation (a): The aim of the inspection is to control the general condition of TDP isolators 

before proceeding with the construction of upper structure.  

 TDP isolators shall be checked to be at the same elevation with respect to each other.

Proper elevation measurement equipment shall be used.

 TDP isolators shall be horizontal. (i.e. no tilting shall be present)

 It shall be checked, verified and reported that there are not any physical obstructions

around TDP isolators that may restrain displacement capacities of the devices. There

shall be enough horizontal and vertical gap between each individual isolator.
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 Surfaces of each TDP isolator shall be checked. No damage (scratch, deterioration of

paint, corrosion, etc.) shall be seen on the isolators.

 Dust protection system on each TDP isolator shall be checked and their presence,

correct placement and attachment to the backing plates shall be verified. No holes that

may allow any contaminant to enter sliding surfaces shall be present on any dust

protection system.

 Bolts shall be checked and their presence and functionality shall be verified. All of the

bolts have to be sufficiently fastened and not be loose so that they shall not be moved

by hand. A torque-meter may be used to check some of the bolts.

 No damage shall be observed in the integrity of TDP isolators.

For Situations (b), (c) and (d): The aim of the inspection is to control the general conditions of 

both structure and isolators. It is essential to periodically control the isolation system to prevent 

any undesired situation. 

 TDP isolators shall be horizontal. (i.e. no tilting shall be present)

 It shall be checked and reported that all of the temporary assembly ties on TDP

isolators are removed at the end of construction. This item is only valid for the first

inspection.

 It shall be checked, verified and reported that there are not any physical obstructions

around TDP isolators that may restrain displacement capacities of the devices. There

shall be enough horizontal and vertical gaps between each individual TDP isolator.

 Seismic gap between the base isolated structure and any surrounding structures (if

present) have to be present and sufficient. Seismic gap shall be measured at different

locations and shall be reported. This control shall be performed at each inspection. This

control has to be repeated whenever a new construction is made next to the base

isolated structure.

 Surfaces of each isolator shall be checked. No damage (scratch, deterioration of paint,

corrosion, etc.) shall be seen on the isolators. Only visible surfaces shall be inspected.

 Bolts shall be checked and their presence and functionality shall be verified. All of the

bolts have to be sufficiently fastened and not be loose so that they shall not be moved

by hand. A torque-meter may be used to check some of the bolts.

 No damage shall be observed in the integrity of TDP isolators.

 Structural elements in the vicinity of TDP isolators, such as grout, slab, columns, shall

be checked. Only visual control shall be performed at the first step. No visible damage

shall be present on the structural elements. If damage (e.g. cracks on concrete/grout,

spalling, damage on steel) is observed, detailed report shall be prepared. Required

action will be taken according to the type and extent of the damage observed.

 For the inspections from 5th up to 50th year of the structure, dust protection systems

on the isolators shall be removed and visual controls shall be performed against

corrosion on the visible surfaces of the sliding shoe and the region between stainless

steel sheets and backing plates.

Apart from the corrosion, presence of any other contaminants, obstacles or foreign

substances on the sliding surfaces shall be controlled.
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At the end of inspection, dust protection system shall be attached again, as they were 

before the inspection. 

 Dust protection system on each TDP isolator shall be checked and their presence,

correct placement and attachment to the backing plates shall be verified. No holes that

may allow any contaminant to enter sliding surfaces shall be present on any dust

protection system.

 The periodic inspections after the 50th year of the structure shall include an additional

control regarding the corrosion protection. According to that, 10% of all of the TDP

isolators shall be removed from their locations, disassembled and each surface of them

are controlled against corrosion. If repair and/or replacement are required for any of

the controlled devices, 20% of the remaining devices shall be controlled. The same

limitations are applied and sampling amount is kept increasing up to 100% if the

devices keep failing the requirements.

Sampling shall be random if no distinct difference between the visual conditions of the

isolators. Otherwise, devices that have the worse visual condition shall be picked

primarily. Sampling shall include devices from different areas of the structure. Dividing

the plan of the structure into 10 equal areas, and selecting one device from each area

may be acceptable for this purpose.

Repaired/replaced isolators shall be marked and not be chosen for inspection (for the

first five sampling group – up to 50%) during the following inspection period.

For Situations (e) and (f): The aim of the inspection is to control the conditions of isolators after 

a major event. It is mandatory to observe the situation of devices after a major earthquake or 

fire to be sure that isolators will be functional for the next major event. 

 It shall be checked, verified and reported that there are not any physical obstructions

around TDP isolators that may restrain displacement capacities of the devices. There

shall be enough horizontal and vertical gaps between each individual TDP isolator.

 Surfaces of each isolator shall be checked. No damage (scratch, deterioration of paint,

corrosion, etc.) shall be seen on the isolators. Only visible surfaces shall be inspected.

 Bolts shall be checked and their presence and functionality shall be verified. All of the

bolts have to be sufficiently fastened and not be loose so that they shall not be moved

by hand. A torque-meter may be used to check some of the bolts.

 No damage shall be observed in the integrity of isolators.

 Structural elements in the vicinity of TDP isolators, such as grout, slab, columns, shall

be checked. Only visual control shall be performed at the first step. No visible damage

shall be present on the structural elements. If damage (e.g. cracks on concrete/grout,

spalling, damage on steel) is observed, detailed report shall be prepared. Required

action will be taken according to the type and extent of the damage observed.

 Inspections after a major earthquake shall include measurements to detect the possible

residual displacements. Locations of sliding shoes of each TDP isolator shall be

measured and reported.

 Dust protection systems on the isolators shall be removed, if they have not been

already lost and some visual controls and measurements shall be performed on the

sliding surfaces. There shall not be deterioration, slipping off or extensive damage on

the special friction material, Technoslide. There shall be at least 1.5 mm distance
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between the edge of sliding shoe and stainless steel surface. There shall not be deep 

scratches on the stainless steel surfaces. 

Additional corrosion controls may also be performed if all other controls are satisfactory 

for the sliding surfaces. 

At the end of inspection, dust protection system shall be attached again, as they were 

before the inspection. 

 Dust protection system on each TDP isolator shall be checked and their presence,

correct placement and attachment to the backing plates shall be verified. No holes that

may allow any contaminant to enter sliding surfaces shall be present on any dust

protection system.

 In case of fire, inspections listed above shall be focused on the region that is affected

by the fire only.

For Situation (g): The aim of the inspection is to control the sliding surfaces and dust protection 

system of TDP devices after possible flooding.  

 It shall be checked, verified and reported that there are not any physical obstructions

around TDP isolators that may restrain displacement capacities of the devices. There

shall be enough horizontal and vertical gaps between each individual TDP isolator.

 Surfaces of each isolator shall be checked. No damage (scratch, deterioration of paint,

corrosion, etc.) shall be seen on the isolators. Only visible surfaces shall be inspected.

 Bolts shall be checked and their presence and functionality shall be verified. All of the

bolts have to be sufficiently fastened and not be loose so that they shall not be moved

by hand. A torque-meter may be used to check some of the bolts.

 No damage shall be observed in the integrity of isolators.

 Structural elements in the vicinity of TDP isolators, such as grout, slab, columns, shall

be checked. Only visual control shall be performed at the first step. No visible damage

shall be present on the structural elements. If damage (e.g. cracks on concrete/grout,

spalling, damage on steel) is observed, detailed report shall be prepared. Required

action will be taken according to the type and extent of the damage observed.

 Dust protection systems on the isolators shall be removed, if they have not been

already lost and visual controls shall be performed against corrosion and foreign

substances on the visible surfaces.

At the end of inspection, dust protection system shall be attached again, as they were

before the inspection.

 Dust protection system on each TDP isolator shall be checked and their presence,

correct placement and attachment to the backing plates shall be verified. No holes that

may allow any contaminant to enter sliding surfaces shall be present on any dust

protection system.
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6.1.3 Inspection Schedule 

The following inspection schedule is prepared for a typical project and may be revised upon 

request. 

 After TDP isolators are installed on the places specified in the project, before the

construction of upper structure

 Immediately after the construction is completed and temporary assembly ties are

removed. Before the construction is put into service.

 At every 5 years during the structure’s lifetime.

 After any major incident such as earthquakes, fire, flooding, or other disasters that

affect base isolation level.

All of the defects observed during inspections listed in Section 6.1.2 shall be reported 

and the defective devices shall be marked. Case specific maintenance and correction 

procedures shall be prepared accordingly.  

6.2 MAINTENANCE PLAN 

General maintenance plans have been presented below for different conditions. More detailed 

and case-specific plans depending on the reported defects shall be prepared during the lifetime 

of the structure when required. 

 If the isolators are not on the same elevation, by either increasing or decreasing the

grout layer thickness under the isolators, they shall be equalized; the easiest option

may be chosen for this purpose. Specified minimum grout thickness shall be respected

during the procedure.

 If the isolator is not completely horizontal (i.e. tilted), by playing with the grout layer

thickness, perfect horizontal position shall be maintained. Specified minimum grout

thickness shall be respected during the procedure. No elevation difference between

isolators shall occur at the end of the procedure.

 Any obstacles that may prevent smooth movement of isolators, or decrease the

displacement capacity of isolators shall be removed. Temporary assembly ties shall be

removed after the construction is completed. Any construction that creates an

inadequate seismic gap shall be removed completely or modified to respect the

minimum seismic gap requirements.

 If paint is damaged, or corrosion is observed, repair procedures defined in the paint

specifications shall be applied. It shall be noted that the procedure may be different for

each type of paint and damage.

 If dust protection system is damaged or missing, a new dust protection system shall be

manufactured and replaced with the damaged and/or missing ones.

 If a bolt is not fastened properly, with the help of torque-meter, fastening shall be

performed again. A new bolt may be needed during the process.

 If a bolt is broken or damaged, a new bolt with the same properties epecified in the

project shall be replaced with the damaged/broken one. Any required equipment/tools

may be used during the process.
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 If there is damage on the structural elements in the vicinity of isolators, detailed damage

report, including the possible reasons of the damage, calculations, finite element

models if necessary shall be prepared. Depending on the damage report, a case-

specific solution shall be prepared and applied either to the structural elements or

isolators.

 If there are any liquid or foreign solid substances on the sliding surfaces, they shall be

removed and the surfaces shall be cleaned. Any equipment/tool can be used for this

purpose, provided that the cleaning materials do not damage stainless steel sheets

and/or Technoslide by means of both chemical and mechanical damage. Cleaning

materials shall be approved by TİS prior to application.

 If there is a significant residual displacement after an earthquake, recentering

procedure shall be applied. Residual displacements greater than ±50 mm shall be

accepted as significant.

 If damage on stainless steel surface or Technoslide is extensive after earthquake, fire

or any other event, they shall be replaced with the new ones.

Technoslide shall be changed if either

o Deterioration of the material,

o Slipping of the material from sliding shoe

o Loss of thickness (due to fire or after several earthquakes) is reported.

Stainless steel surface shall be changed if either 

o Deep scratches are present on the sliding surface or

o Corrosion on the surface is reported

 Isolators that have damaged main components (i.e. backing plates, stainless steel

sheets, Technoslide, sliding shoe) shall be removed according to the replacement

specification, damaged components shall be renewed and repaired/replaced isolator

shall be put back to its location accordingly.

Maintenance procedures that are planned shall be approved by TİS prior to application. 
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7 FACTORY PRODUCTION CONTROL AND QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM 

FPC procedure of TIS is compatible with EN15129 and CE Marking requirements. The 

complete procedure is given below. 

7.1 Application 

7.1.1 Material Purchase and Delivery 

1. After the confirmation of job, product indexes are prepared for determined product

types. Preliminary drawings of each component of devices shall be present in

those indexes. Drawings shall be controlled and approved by the Client. Product

indexes are prepared by technical drawers with supervision of TIS engineers.

2. According to the contract with the Client, name and number of the project is

determined considering Documentation Instructions.

3. Using the prepared product indexes, Material Planning Form (Form No:

SA_P01_F08) is developed and materials that will be used in the production are

planned. Production Department creates this form.

4. Based on Material Planning Form, Material Offer Collection Form (Form No:

SA_P01_F01) is prepared and offer requests are send to companies for the

materials planned to be purchased. Administration and Financing Department is

responsible of this process.

5. In order to evaluate the received offers for material purchase, Material Offer

Evaluation Form (Form No: SA_P01_F02) is filled and material purchases are

made accordingly, using Material Purchase Form (Form No: SA_P01_F03).

Material Offer Evaluation Form and Material Purchase Form are controlled, signed

and approved by purchase specialist and management representative.

7.1.2 Material/Product Check in Control 

6. Planned materials are purchased, using Material Purchase Form.

7. During check in control, supply agreement with the supplier is fundamental and

all of the controls will be evaluated accordingly.

8. Materials that arrive at the factory are checked by quality control specialist, with

storage representative, using the information on Material Purchase Form and

Check Criterion on Incoming Materials (Form No: LB_A02_F23). In the

meanwhile, Incoming Material Control Form (Form No: LB_A02_F01) is filled, and

after required inspections, depending on the condition, incoming material is

accepted or rejected.

9. For each rejected material/product, Non-Conformity Report and Tracking Form

(Form No: GN_P06_F01) is created. As a result of evaluation of Non-Conformity

Report, it is decided whether the rejected product shall be returned to supplier or

not. If it is returned, it will be done with a document indicating the non-conformity

and the reason of rejection.
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10. Depending on the type (i.e. raw material, semi-finished product or finished

product) of the incoming material, evaluated checks/controls and prepared

documents may change. Necessary controls and authorized personnel for these

controls for different types of incoming materials are specified in Check Criterion

on Incoming Material Control Form. According to that, for components that are

produced in sub-industry, some documents that are prepared and assigned by

TIS should be prepared beforehand by the sub-industry that supplies the incoming

products. These forms are Product Process Forms (Form No: UR_A01_F02) and

Dimension Control Forms (Form No: LB_A02_F03). These forms should be

present with the incoming product and checked by TIS authorized personnel. TIS

is responsible for the production that is made in sub-industry.

11. Finally, material label is attached on each accepted material. This label indicates

that the material is controlled, accepted and can be placed in the factory storage.

12. After required controls, if there is not any condition to reject the material, and after

attaching material labels, material is sent to the storage. Related documents of all

of the materials that are accepted are sent to Administration and Financing

Department for cost analysis and works.

7.1.3 Pre-Production 

13. Technical Dept. prepares all of the shop drawings for each component of devices

and sends them to Production Dept.

14. Material Request Form from Factory Storage (Form No: UR_A01_F01) is

prepared by Production Dept. to be delivered to Storage, using a pre-defined work

order no. With this form, Storage makes correct material to be sent/directed to

production area. In order to determine the amount of materials to be sent to

production area is determined by the shop drawings. Shop drawings remain

attached to each related component until the end of production.

15. Production Manager prepares/starts the required forms that visit all of the

workbenches with their related components, which are being processed, before

starting the production procedure. These forms are Product Process Form (Form

No: UR_A01_F02), Dimension Control Form (Form No: LB_A02_F03) and

Assembly Control and Final Checks Form (Form No: LB_A02_F05). These forms

are prepared as three copies. After the production is complete, each copy is sent

to Production Dept., Quality Control Dept., Administration, and Financing Dept.

16. Since the entire system is being monitored by an ERP and/or an accounting

software system, information of components to be manufactured is processed

digitally, too.

17. During production, related information label shall be present on each of the main

components of the produced devices. On these labels, information about

components shall be stated.

18. Component labels are prepared in the scope of Pre-Production. On the labels,

work order no, drawing no and component serial no shall be present. Example

format is given in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Component label format and an example 

Format Work Order No – Dwg No – Component Serial No 

Example 2014001-TDP001-1a.r0-001 

19. For each material and component, the forms will be filled not only by hand, but

also digitally, by using system that is present at all workbenches. Digitally filled

information contains all of the controls, measurements and movements of each

component.

7.1.4 Production, Assembly and Packaging 

20. Detailed information on production operations are defined in Production Flowchart

(Form No: LB_A02). Production follows the order given in these tables. Production

Flowcharts shall be evaluated with shop drawings.

21. During every stage of production, regular and planned controls are conducted by

production operators and/or quality control technicians. Detailed procedure about

these controls is defined in Quality Control Measurement and Evaluation Form

(Form No: LB_A02_F04). Material information of the device components and

responsible personnel for quality control checks, with their percentage are also

stated in this form.

22. All of the equipment, which are used in production and quality control process,

shall be calibrated properly and calibration information of each equipment shall

be documented in Device Calibration, Registry and Instructions (Form No:

LB_A01_F01). Quality Control Dept. is responsible for organization and control of

this process.

23. In order to be able to record possible production flaws during operations, Non-

Conformity Report and Tracking Forms (Form No: GN_P06_F01) are prepared.

Quality control technicians are responsible to fill and process these forms.

24. Material, at which non-conformity is observed and reported, is directed to

holding/scrap area. Here, inspections on material are conducted by production

and quality control specialists and a decision is made whether the material is

recoverable or not. If it is not possible to recover, material is left as a waste

material. If it is observed that the material can be used, recovery procedure is

applied and material returns to production line. Tracking form is filled at the end

of these inspections.

25. In order to prevent similar non-conformities for the future production, corrective

and preventive actions are initiated. These actions are supervised by quality

control specialist and prepares Corrective and Preventive Action Report (Form

No: GN_P07_F01) at the end of this procedure. These reports are archived to be

investigated during management’s evaluation meetings. Corrective and

Preventive Action Report can be prepared for any process for any operation.

26. Components of devices are assembled in assembly section using Assembly and

Packaging Instructions (Form No: UR_MS_T01) and Assembly Control and Final

Checks Form (Form No: LB_A02_F05). Production and quality control specialists

work together at this stage.
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27. A device label is prepared and attached on each assembled device. Technical

Department informs Production Department on the information to be stated on

device labels.

7.1.5 Testing 

28. Devices to be used for tests are determined at the beginning of testing process.

At this stage, Test Control Group List (Form No: LB_A02_F11) is prepared and

tests are evaluated accordingly.

29. Factory control tests are applied to assembled devices according to EN 15129

Paragraph 10.2.1. The rates of these tests are given in Table 7.2. Quality Control

Dept. is responsible to perform these tests.

Table 7.2: Factory control tests specified in EN 15129 Paragraph 10.2.1 

Control Subject Reference Rate 

FPC 

Load bearing capacity 8.3.4.1.2, 8.3.4.2 %5 

Frictional resistance 
force under service 

conditions 
8.3.4.1.3, 8.3.4.2 %5 

Benchmark test, P1 8.3.4.1.5, 8.3.4.2 %5 

Tests as per EN 1337-
2:2004 or relevant ETA 

Table 15 of EN 
1337-2:2004 or the 
control plan of the 

relevant ETA 

In accordance with 
Table 15 of EN 1337-
2:2004 or the control 
plan of the relevant 

ETA 

30. Factory Product Functionality Test Form (Form No: LB_A02_F08) is prepared for

all of the devices that are determined to be tested. Device is sent to laboratory

with this form.

31. Tests are conducted in the laboratory in the factory and results are presented in

Factory Product Functionality Test Form (Form No: LB_A02_F08). Evaluation of

results is done by quality control specialist and Technical Department.

32. With sample quantities specified in EN 15129, a specified number of produced

devices are prepared for prototype tests, which are conducted in an independent

accredited laboratory. Prototype Product Test Form (Form No: LB_A02_F09) is

prepared for these tests. The control and approval of tests are also indicated in

this form.

33. For additional tests apart from factory control tests and prototype tests, which are

specified in the contract with the Client, Additional Product Tests Form (Form No:

LB_A02_F10) is prepared and the tests are evaluated accordingly. The control

and approval of tests are also indicated in this form. This form have to be

confirmed by the Client before and after tests

34. After approval of all tests, devices are directed to dispatch area, after packaging.

35. Devices that are not subjected to group tests are directly sent to dispatch area

after assembly and packaging.
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7.1.6 Dispatch and Delivery 

36. Packaged and prepared products, after their confirmation, are directed to dispatch

area.

37. For each of the devices to be dispatched, invoice, dispatch note, control and test

documents are prepared.

38. Dispatch and Confirmation Form (Form No: UR_MS_F02) is prepared by quality

control specialist. This form is signed by production, quality control and finance

managers. Then, signed by general manager or management representative.

After that, product is shipped.

39. Shipment Form (Form No: UR_MS_F01) is also prepared for the devices to be

shipped. In this form, information of devices to be shipped is present along with

the transportation company. Both TIS and transportation company approves this

form prior to shipment.

40. Installation Instructions (Form No: ST_EMK_TİSTDP01) is shipped with products

sent to site in order to perform device installation at the site.

41. Dispatched products are delivered to the Client when they arrive at the site. For

each batch of delivered product, Product Delivery Form (Form No: ST_A04_F01)

is filled. Approval of Client is present in that form and Product Delivery Form is

directed to Administration and Financing Department.
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SECTION 8 

DUST PROTECTION SYSTEM 
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8 DUST PROTECTION SYSTEM 

The typical application of dust protection seal on prototype product of TİS is shown in Figure 

8.1 and Figure 8.2. This application may not be valid for some projects. In that case, a project 

specific special dust protection system shall be designed and applied by TİS. Drawings of the 

dust protection system are provided in Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4. 

Figure 8.1: Dust protection seal applied on a TDP device 

Figure 8.2: Detail of dust protection seal applied on a TDP device 
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Figure 8.3: Outside view of a TDP isolator with dust protection system applied 

Figure 8.4: Section view of a TDP isolator with dust protection system applied 
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SECTION 9 

CERTIFICATES 
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9 OUR CERTIFICATES 

9.1 CE Certificate 
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9.2 ISO 9001 
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9.3 ISO 14001 
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9.4 OHSAS 18001 
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9.5 Patent 
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9.6 Brand Registry 
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SECTION 10 

CORROSION PROTECTION 
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10 PAINT SYSTEMS OF TDP 

Inspection, repair and tests to be applied to paints of TDP isolators, as well as, certificates, 

properties and test results previously obtained are provided in this chapter. 

10.1 Inspection and Repair 

 Periodic inspections are to be performed at every 5 year for the entire lifetime of the

structure.

 If the requirements of EN 12944-5 conditions are satisfied, the expected minimum

durability of the paint system is 15 years. However, this is a code designated limit and

considers complete absence of even the smallest hints of corrosion. With constant

inspection and maintenance, this duration will increase significantly.

 Inspection and repair procedures defined in Section 6 of this document as well as

specifications prepared by paint manufacturer shall be applied.

10.2 Tests 

 Tests to verify corrosion durability varies depending on the environmental condition of

the isolation system. For the harshest environment, according to EN 12944-6, tests to

verify the durability of the paint system against corrosion includes 1440 hours of test in

humid and salty environment. Test protocols are relaxed depending on the

environmental conditions.

 Since TİS uses certified paint systems of paint manufacturers, it is possible to adapt

previous tests performed by the paint manufacturer if the environmental condition of

the isolation system and previous tests performed by manufacturer are consistent.

 TİS will be responsible for the application and quality control of both surface preparation

and painting. Inspection reports including controls of surface treatment and painting will

be prepared by TİS for all of the painted components of TDP devices. These controls

will include treatment methodology, roughness, cleaning of surfaces, thicknesses of

different paint layers, adherence tests of paint layers, etc.

10.3 Certificates, Properties and Test Results of Paint Systems 

All the related documents for the paint system are given in Annex A. 
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70 micron

100 micron

100 micron

50 micron

320 micron

The tests in ISO 12944-6 prescribe for this environment the following exposures:

ISO 6270 (Water condensation) 720 hours of exposure

ISO 9227 (Neutral salt spray) 1440 hours of exposure

Application has been done by airless spray.

Test results:

Score

Rusting Cracking Flaking Adhesion Undercutting

ISO 4628-3 ISO 4628-4 ISO 4628-5
ISO 4624  

MPa
mm

- - - 17 -

Ri0 0 (S0) 0 (S0) 8 -

Ri0 0 (S0) 0 (S0) 10 <1

Conclusion:

Report:  RES1607742 Tests have been carried out at HEMPEL'S R&D, Copenhagen, Denmark

The system, applied and evaluated as described above, complies with the ISO 12944-6 test 

requirements for corrosivity category C5-M, High durability - and lower.

Panel

Blistering

ISO 4628-2

Before exposures the coating system has been applied to ordinary steel panels, abrasive 

blasted to Sa 2.5 (ISO 8501-1) and with a roughness of Medium (G) (ISO 8503).

Reference -

Exposure

Undercutting determined as Mavg

Coating system:

max 1 mm 

(7253 only)

The following HEMPEL coating system has been tested in accordance with the exposures 

prescribed in ISO 12944-6 for corrosivity category C5-M, High durability

Dry film thickness:

 AvantGuard 750-1736G

 Hempadur Mastic 45880

 Hempadur Mastic 45880

 Hempathane 55930

 Total dry film thickness

ISO 12944-6  TEST 

CERTIFICATE

ISO 12944-6 

requirements

0(S0) Ri0 0(S0) 0(S0) minimum 

5 Mpa

ISO 6270 0 (S0)

ISO 7253 0 (S0)

Overcoating intervals have been 1d/1d/1d at 20°C.

Test results after the end of the exposures.

Tests results for a coating system in relation to:

Corrosivity category C5-M, High durability - and lower.
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Corrosion Control Consultants & Labs, Inc.

4403 Donker Court SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49512

616-940-3112

Laboratory 

Report

This report shall not be reproduced except in full, without written approval of CCC&L Report ID: 14-946.1

Corrosion Control Consultants & Labs, Inc. a GPI company 

Page 1 of 2

Project ID: 14-946

Report ID: 14-946.1

Report Date: 4/5/16

Customer: Hempel (USA), Inc.

Customer Contact: David Fernee

Scope of Work:

Test Hempel AvantGuard 750 per the Research Council on Structural Connections, Specification 
for Structural Joints using High Strength Bolts, Appendix A.

Samples:

Laboratory 
Sample ID

Date 
Received

Description

3077 9/11/2014 Hempel's Curing Agent 97043 Part B; Lot #: 234060746

3078 9/11/2014 Hempadur AvantGuard 750 1736G Part A; Lot #: 234061033

Application Details:

Panels employed

Test Material Size Cleaning

Slip Coefficient Hot Rolled Steel 4”X4”X5/8” SSPC SP-1 solvent cleaning with 
Commercial Degreaser followed by
Abrasive blast with a mixture of 60% 
S230 steel shot and 40% G40 steel grit to 
SSPC SP-5
Profile: 2.4 - 2.5 mils

Creep 
Resistance

Hot Rolled Steel 4”X7”X5/8” SSPC SP-1 solvent cleaning with 
Commercial Degreaser followed by
Abrasive blast with a mixture of 60% 
S230 steel shot and 40% G40 steel grit to 
SSPC SP-5
Profile: 2.4 - 2.5 mils

Application

Product Name Date 
Applied

Application 
Method

Application
Conditions

Cure Conditions

Hempadur
AvantGuard 750

10/20/14 Airless spray Indoor Ambient

23°C / 51% R.H.

Indoor Ambient

23°C / 51% R.H.
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Corrosion Control Consultants & Labs, Inc.

a GPI Company

This report shall not be reproduced except in full, without written approval of CCC&L Report ID: 14-946.1

Corrosion Control Consultants & Labs, Inc. a GPI company 

Page 2 of 2

Dry Film Thickness Data:

Slip Panels

Outside 
Panel ID

DFT 
(mils)

Center 
Panel 
ID

DFT 
(mils)

Center 
Panel 
ID

DFT 
(mils)

Outside 
Panel 
ID

DFT 
(mils) average

8a 4.6 1a 5.0 1b 5.2 2b 4.4 4.8

10a 4.8 3a 4.9 3b 5.2 12a 4.4 4.8

13a 4.5 9a 5.0 9b 5.0 6a 4.6 4.8

14a 4.6 17a 5.0 17b 5.1 11a 4.5 4.8

4a 4.7 18a 4.8 18b 5.0 5a 4.6 4.8

Test Results:

Date Coating Applied 10/20/2014

Date Tested 10/27/2014

Cure Duration 7 days (168 hours)

SLIP 
COEFFICIENT

Clamping force (lbs) 49000

Center Panel # Slip Force (lbs) Slip Coefficient

1 32150 0.3281

3 36420 0.3028

9 29670 0.3690

17 36160 0.3508

18 34380 0.3444

Average of 5 sets 33756 0.34

Reviewed by:

Unless otherwise noted, the condition of each sample was acceptable upon receipt, all laboratory quality control requirements were 
met, and sample results have not been adjusted based on field blank or other analytical blank results. Individual sample results relate 
only to the sample as received by the laboratory.

Sarah F Olthof 

2016.04.05 13:03:55 

-04'00'
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Specification sheet
Project:
Area:

TIS

Area size:
Main steel surfaces

sqm       1

Hempel (Turkey) San. Ve Tic Ltd. Sti.

Surface preparation:
Oil and grease etc. to be removed by emulsion cleaning. Entire area to be (high pressure)
fresh water cleaned in order to remove salts and other contaminants. When the surface is
dry: Abrasive blasting to minimum Sa 2½ according to ISO 8501-1:2007 with a surface
profile corresponding to Rugotest No. 3 BN 9a.

Product name (including quality number)
Treated area

% Colour
Shade no.

Film thickness
(micron)

Wet Dry (sqm/ltr) Brush
Roller

Spray
Nozzle
orifice

Recommended
Nozzle

pressure

Application methodsTheoretical spreading
rate

HEMPADUR AvantGuard 750 1736G 100 Grey red 19830 100 60 .017"-.021" 220 bar10.8 X Xf/c
HEMPADUR MASTIC 45880 100 Grey 11480 250 200 .017"-.023" 250 bar4.0 (X) (X) Xf/c
HEMPATHANE HS 55610 100 Blue 37170 100 60 .017"-.021" 175 bar11.2 X X Xf/c

t/u: touch up   f/c: full coat   s/c: stripe coat Total d.f.t. 320 X: Recommended  (X): Possible

Recoating intervals. Ample ventilation Hrs=Hour(s)       Mth=Month(s)        N/R=Not Recommended

Quality no

D.F.T.

(micron)
Recoated with

quality no
40°C 30°C 20°C 10°C 0°C -10°C

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

30 Min 7 Day 45 Min 14 Day 1 Hrs 30 Day 90 Min 60 Day 2 Hrs 90 Day N/R N/R458801736G 60
10 Hrs 40 Hrs 14 Hrs 54 Hrs 18 Hrs 72 Hrs 55 Hrs 9 Day 7 Day 27 Day 13½ Day 52 Day5561045880 200

Hempel's PreSale System 2.6.17 (Build 925)
Printed at: Environment :

1Page:
29.06.2016 11:33

User name:
Department name:

Created/Last modified: 29.06.2016 11:32

Quality Code:Hakan Isiyel
Sales Severe

TRHIS0001L

Remarks and Product information see next page.
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Specification sheet
Project:
Area:

TIS

Area size:
Main steel surfaces

sqm       1

Hempel (Turkey) San. Ve Tic Ltd. Sti.

Product information:

Shade no.
Volume
solids %

Curing
agent

Mixing ratio
volume

Pot life Dry to touch Application restrictions

Thinner

Flash
point Min. Temp. Max. RH%

20°C 20°C °C °C
HEMPADUR AvantGuard 750 1736G 19830  65 97043 85 : 15   4 h  10 min  25 08450   -10    85 
HEMPADUR MASTIC 45880 11480  80 95880 3 : 1   1 h   4 h  39 08450    -5    85 
HEMPATHANE HS 55610 37170  67 97050 7 : 1   2 h   5 h  31 08080   -10    85 

Hempel's PreSale System 2.6.17 (Build 925)
Printed at: Environment :

2Page:
29.06.2016 11:33

User name:
Department name:

Created/Last modified: 29.06.2016 11:32

Quality Code:Hakan Isiyel
Sales Severe

TRHIS0001L

The data, specifications, directions and recommendations (hereinafter "Information") given in this painting specification are based upon test results obtained under controlled or specifically defined conditions and said Information is correct to the
best of our knowledge. The User must satisfy itself that it is appropriate to use the Product in accordance with the Information in the actual conditions under which the Product is intended to be used, and the Manufacturer and Seller do not
guarantee the accuracy, completeness or appropriateness of the Information when the Product is used in those conditions. The provisions regarding Hempel’s liability in its applicable conditions for sale, delivery and service shall apply to any and
all claims arising out of or in connection with the use of the products recommended above, overleaf or otherwise.
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Specification sheet
Project:
Area:

TIS

Area size:
friction surfaces

sqm       1

Hempel (Turkey) San. Ve Tic Ltd. Sti.

Surface preparation:
Oil and grease etc. to be removed by emulsion cleaning. Entire area to be (high pressure)
fresh water cleaned in order to remove salts and other contaminants. When the surface is
dry: Abrasive blasting to minimum Sa 2½ according to ISO 8501-1:2007 with a surface
profile corresponding to Rugotest No. 3 BN 9a.

Product name (including quality number)
Treated area

% Colour
Shade no.

Film thickness
(micron)

Wet Dry (sqm/ltr) Brush
Roller

Spray
Nozzle
orifice

Recommended
Nozzle

pressure

Application methodsTheoretical spreading
rate

HEMPADUR AvantGuard 750 1736G 100 Grey red 19830 100 60 .017"-.021" 220 bar10.8 X Xf/c
t/u: touch up   f/c: full coat   s/c: stripe coat Total d.f.t. 60 X: Recommended  (X): Possible

Hempel's PreSale System 2.6.17 (Build 925)
Printed at: Environment :

3Page:
29.06.2016 11:33

User name:
Department name:

Created/Last modified: 29.06.2016 11:32

Quality Code:Hakan Isiyel
Sales Severe

TRHIS0001L

Remarks and Product information see next page.
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Specification sheet
Project:
Area:

TIS

Area size:
friction surfaces

sqm       1

Hempel (Turkey) San. Ve Tic Ltd. Sti.

Product information:

Shade no.
Volume
solids %

Curing
agent

Mixing ratio
volume

Pot life Dry to touch Application restrictions

Thinner

Flash
point Min. Temp. Max. RH%

20°C 20°C °C °C
HEMPADUR AvantGuard 750 1736G 19830  65 97043 85 : 15   4 h  10 min  25 08450   -10    85 

Remarks:
Normal good painting practice must be followed throughout the entire painting procedure.

Hempel's PreSale System 2.6.17 (Build 925)
Printed at: Environment :

4Page:
29.06.2016 11:33

User name:
Department name:

Created/Last modified: 29.06.2016 11:32

Quality Code:Hakan Isiyel
Sales Severe

TRHIS0001L

The data, specifications, directions and recommendations (hereinafter "Information") given in this painting specification are based upon test results obtained under controlled or specifically defined conditions and said Information is correct to the
best of our knowledge. The User must satisfy itself that it is appropriate to use the Product in accordance with the Information in the actual conditions under which the Product is intended to be used, and the Manufacturer and Seller do not
guarantee the accuracy, completeness or appropriateness of the Information when the Product is used in those conditions. The provisions regarding Hempel’s liability in its applicable conditions for sale, delivery and service shall apply to any and
all claims arising out of or in connection with the use of the products recommended above, overleaf or otherwise.
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Description:

Recommended use:

Service temperature:

Certificates/Approvals:

Availability:

HEMPADUR AvantGuard 750 is a two-component, activated zinc-rich epoxy primer in compliance with 
the requirements in ISO 12944 Part 5, 2007 and Level 2, type II in SSPC Paint 20, 2002. Can utilize 
ASTM D520, type II zinc dust.

As a versatile primer for long-term protection of steel in severely corrosive environments.

Maximum, dry exposure only: 160°C/320°F.

Part of Group Assortment. Local availability subject to confirmation.

Complies with European Fire Standard EN 13501-1; classification B-s1, d0.
Complies with EU Directive 2004/42/EC: subcategory j.

• Reduces the effect of corrosion and offers excellent protection
• Good mechanical strength, also in cyclic temperatures, with improved crack resistance through high
flexibility and self-healing of micro cracks
• High tolerance to different climatic conditions (high temperature and humidity) during application, as
well as, to high dry film thickness
• Conforms to NORSOK M-501, Ed, 6, system no.1

Features:

HEMPADUR AvantGuard 750: BASE 1736U: CURING AGENT 97043

Product Data
HEMPADUR AvantGuard 750
1736G

PHYSICAL CONSTANTS:

The physical constants stated are nominal data according to the HEMPEL Group's approved formulas.

Shade nos/Colours:
Finish:
Volume solids, %:
Theoretical spreading rate:

VOC content:
Fully cured:

Specific gravity:
Flash point:

-

19840 / Dark grey
Flat
65 ± 1
10.8 m2/l [433.1 sq.ft./US gallon] - 60 micron/2.4 mils

7 day(s) 20°C/68°F

25 °C [77 °F]
2.3 kg/litre [19.5 lbs/US gallon]

315 g/l [2.6 lbs/US gallon]

Surface-dry: 10 minute(s) 20°C/68°F

Shelf life: 1 year for BASE and 3 years (25°C/77°F) for CURING AGENT from time of production.

Through-dry: 1.5 hour(s) 20°C/68°F

APPLICATION DETAILS:

Version, mixed product:
Mixing ratio:

Application method:
Thinner (max.vol.):

HEMPADUR AvantGuard 750

8.5 : 1.5 by volume
Airless spray / Air spray / Brush / Roller (see REMARKS overleaf)
08450 (5%) / 08450 (10%) / 08450 (5%)

Pot life:
Nozzle orifice:

4 hour(s) 20°C/68°F
0.017 - 0.021 "

Nozzle pressure: 220 bar [3190 psi]
(Airless spray data are indicative and subject to adjustment)
Use filter with minimum mesh size of 250 micron/ 10 mils.

Indicated film thickness, dry: 60 micron [2.4 mils] see REMARKS overleaf
Indicated film thickness, wet: 100 micron [4 mils]
Overcoat interval, min:  see REMARKS overleaf
Overcoat interval, max:  see REMARKS overleaf

BASE 1736U: CURING AGENT 97043

Safety: Handle with care. Before and during use, observe all safety labels on packaging and paint containers,
consult HEMPEL Safety Data Sheets and follow all local or national safety regulations.

HEMPEL'S TOOL CLEANER 99610Cleaning of tools:

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-

Date of issue: June 2016 Page: 1/2
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Product Data
HEMPADUR AvantGuard 750
1736G

SURFACE PREPARATION: Remove oil and grease etc. thoroughly with suitable detergent. Remove salts and other contaminants 
by high pressure fresh water cleaning. Abrasive blasting to Sa 2½ (ISO 8501-1:2007), SSPC-SP 10/ 
NACE No. 2, with a sharp-edged surface profile corresponding to Rugotest No. 3, BN10a-b, Keane-
Tator Comparator, 3.0 G/S, 2-3 S, or ISO Comparator, Medium (G). (Consult the separate 
APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS)

APPLICATION CONDITIONS: Use only where application and curing can proceed at temperatures above: -10°C/14°F. Maximum 
application temperature is 40°C/105°F. Maximum relative humidity: 95%.  Special attention should be 
made to the prevailing temperature and RH trend to ensure that conditions are within the acceptable 
range throughout the application and drying time. The temperature of paint itself should be 15°C/59°F 
or above. Apply only on a dry and clean surface with a temperature above the dew point to avoid 
condensation. In confined spaces provide adequate ventilation during application and drying.

PRECEDING COAT:

SUBSEQUENT COAT:

None.

According to specification.

REMARKS:

Film thicknesses/thinning: May be specified in another film thickness than indicated depending on purpose and area of use. This 
will alter spreading rate and may influence drying time and overcoating interval. Normal range dry is: 50 
- 100 micron / 2 - 4  mils.

Application(s): Additional coats may be required to reach specified film build during brush/roller application and the 
overcoating times may be extended.

HEMPADUR AvantGuard 750
1736G For professional use only.

Note:

Overcoating: Overcoating intervals related to later conditions of exposure: If the maximum overcoating interval is 
exceeded, roughening of the surface is necessary to ensure intercoat adhesion.
Before overcoating after exposure in contaminated environment, clean the surface thoroughly with high 
pressure fresh water hosing and allow drying.

A specification supersedes any guideline overcoat intervals indicated in the table.

This Product Data Sheet supersedes those previously issued.
For explanations, definitions and scope, see “Explanatory Notes” available on www.hempel.com. Data, specifications, directions and recommendations given in this data sheet 
represent only test results or experience obtained under controlled or specially defined circumstances. Their accuracy, completeness or appropriateness under the actual conditions 
of any intended use of the Products herein must be determined exclusively by the Buyer and/or User.
The Products are supplied and all technical assistance is given subject to HEMPEL's GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALES, DELIVERY AND SERVICE, unless otherwise expressly agreed 
in writing. The Manufacturer and Seller disclaim, and Buyer and/or User waive all claims involving, any liability, including but not limited to negligence, except as expressed in said 
GENERAL CONDITIONS for all results, injury or direct or consequential losses or damages arising from the use of the Products as recommended above, on the overleaf or otherwise.
Product data are subject to change without notice and become void five years from the date of issue.

X Move PDS Disclaimer to Second page

Stirring: Before mixing with the curing agent stir the base thoroughly in order to redisperse any possible settling 
after storage. After mixing it is equally important to maintain stirring to keep the wet paint as a 
homogeneous mixture.
This is specifically important in case of a high level of thinning and/or long break in application, where 
the risk of settlement of zinc particles is the highest.

Overcoating note: According to specification.
*Depending on actual local conditions, the long maximum overcoating intervals may vary.
Contact HEMPEL for more information.
A completely clean surface is mandatory to ensure intercoat adhesion, especially at long overcoating 
intervals. Any dirt, oil, grease, and other foreign matter must be removed with suitable detergent 
followed by (high pressure) fresh water cleaning. In addition, scrubbing with a stiff brush may be 
necessary to remove zinc corrosion products (white rust).  If the maximum overcoating interval is 
exceeded, roughening of the surface is necessary to ensure intercoat adhesion.

ISSUED BY: HEMPEL A/S 1736G19840

For VOC of other shades, please refer to Safety Data Sheet.

VOC - EU Directive 2004/42/EC: 15 vol. % thinning

396 g/l 500 g/l1736G19840

As supplied Limit phase II, 2010

315 g/l

Product
Not available.

Environment

Min Max Min Max Min Max

Atmospheric, medium

HEMPADUR 2 h Ext.* Ext.*1 h Ext.*45 m

0°C (32°F) 20°C (68°F) 30°C (86°F)

NR = Not Recommended, Ext. = Extended, m = minute(s), h = hour(s), d = day(s)

Surface temperature:

Date of issue: June 2016 Page: 2/2
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Description:

Recommended use:

Service temperature:

Certificates/Approvals:

Availability:

HEMPADUR MASTIC 45880 is a two-component polyamide adduct cured, high solids, high build epoxy 
paint. It forms a hard and tough coating, has good wetting properties and low temperature curing.

As a selfprimed, surface tolerant paint system or as an intermediate or finishing coat in heavy duty 
paint systems where low VOC and high film build are required.
For immersed areas HEMPADUR MASTIC 45880 is only recommended for minor repairs.
Can be specified where extended recoating properties for polyurethane topcoats are requested 
(typically travel coating). May be used directly on cured zinc silicate (GALVOSIL products) or spray-
metallized surfaces to minimize popping.

Maximum, dry exposure only: 120°C/248°F.

Part of Group Assortment. Local availability subject to confirmation.

In accordance with Aramco’s specification APCS 1, APCS 12, APCS 26 and 26T.
Tested according to section 175.300 of the Code of Federal Regulations Title 21 - Dry Foodstuff.
Consult Hempel for details.

Complies with European Fire Standard EN 13501-1; classification B-s1, d0.
Tested for non-contamination of grain cargo at the Newcastle Occupational Health & Hygiene, Great 
Britain.
Approved as a low flame spread material when used as part of a predefined paint system. Please refer 
to “Declaration of Conformity” on www.Hempel.com for further details.
Complies with EU Directive 2004/42/EC: subcategory j.

45880: BASE 45889: CURING AGENT 95880

Product Data
HEMPADUR MASTIC 45880

PHYSICAL CONSTANTS:

The physical constants stated are nominal data according to the HEMPEL Group's approved formulas.

Shade nos/Colours:
Finish:
Volume solids, %:
Theoretical spreading rate:

VOC content:
Fully cured:
Dry to touch:
Specific gravity:
Flash point:

-

12170* /  Grey. (see REMARKS overleaf)
Semi-gloss
80 ± 1
6.4 m2/l [256.6 sq.ft./US gallon] - 125 micron/5 mils

4 hour(s) 20°C/68°F
14 day(s) 10°C/50°F

- *Wide range of colours available via Hempel's MULTI-TINT system.

39 °C [102.2 °F]
1.5 kg/litre [12.1 lbs/US gallon]

216 g/l [1.8 lbs/US gallon]
Shelf life: 3 years for BASE and 3 years (25°C/77°F) for CURING AGENT from time of production.

APPLICATION DETAILS:

Version, mixed product:
Mixing ratio:

Application method:
Thinner (max.vol.):

45880

3 :1 by volume
Airless spray / Brush
< 5% HEMPEL'S THINNER 08450, depending on purpose (see REMARKS overleaf)

Nozzle orifice: 0.017 - 0.023 " (According to separate APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS)
Nozzle pressure: 250 bar [3625 psi]

Indicated film thickness, dry: 125 micron [5 mils] (see REMARKS overleaf)
Indicated film thickness, wet: 150 micron [6 mils]
Overcoat interval, min:  see REMARKS overleaf
Overcoat interval, max:  see REMARKS overleaf

BASE 45889: CURING AGENT 95880

1  hour 20°C/68°FPot life (Airless spray):
2 hour(s) 20°C/68°FPot life (Brush):

Safety: Handle with care. Before and during use, observe all safety labels on packaging and paint containers,
consult HEMPEL Safety Data Sheets and follow all local or national safety regulations.

HEMPEL'S TOOL CLEANER 99610Cleaning of tools:

-
-
-
-
-
-

-
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Product Data
HEMPADUR MASTIC 45880

SURFACE PREPARATION: New steel: Abrasive blasting to minimum Sa 2½ (ISO 8501-1:2007) with a surface profile 
corresponding to Rugotest No. 3, N9a to N10, preferably BN9a to BN10, Keane-Tator Comparator, 2.0 
G/S or ISO Comparator, Medium (G).
 Zinc silicate painted or spray-metallized surfaces: Remove oil and grease, etc. with suitable 
detergent. Remove salt and other contaminants by (high pressure) fresh water cleaning. Zinc salts 
(white rust) must be removed by high pressure hosing combined with rubbing with a stiff nylon brush if 
necessary. It is recommended to recoat spray-metallized surfaces as soon as possible to avoid 
possible contamination.
 Concrete: Remove slip agent and other possible contaminants by emulsion washing followed by high 
pressure hosing with fresh water. Remove scum layer and loose matter to a hard, rough and uniform 
surface, preferably by abrasive blasting, possibly by other mechanical treatment or acid etching. Seal 
surface with suitable sealer, as per relevant painting specification.
Repair and maintenance: Remove oil and grease etc. thoroughly with suitable detergent. Remove 
salts and other contaminants by high pressure fresh water cleaning. Clean damaged areas thoroughly 
by power tool cleaning to minimum St 2 (spot-repairs) or by abrasive blasting to min. Sa 2, preferably to 
Sa 2½ (ISO 8501-1:1988). Improved surface preparation will improve the performance of the product.
As an alternative to dry cleaning, water jetting to sound, well adhering coat and/or to steel. Intact coat 
must appear with roughened surface after the water jetting. By water jetting to steel, cleanliness shall 
be: Wa 2 -Wa 2½ (atmospheric exposure) / minimum Wa 2½  (immersion) (ISO 8501-4:2006).
Acceptable flash-rust degree before application: maximum M (atmospheric exposure) / M, preferably L 
(immersion) (ISO 8501-4:2006).
 Feather edges to sound and intact areas. Dust off residues. Touch up to full film thickness. On pit-
corroded surfaces, excessive amounts of salt residues may call for high pressure water jetting, wet 
abrasive blasting or, alternatively, dry abrasive blasting, high pressure fresh water hosting, drying, and 
finally dry abrasive blasting again.

APPLICATION CONDITIONS: Apply only on a dry and clean surface with a temperature above the dew point to avoid condensation.
Use only where application and curing can proceed at temperatures above: - 5°/23°F, preferably above 
0°C/32°F. The temperature of paint itself should be 15°C/59°F or above. In confined spaces provide 
adequate ventilation during application and drying.

PRECEDING COAT:

SUBSEQUENT COAT:

None, or as per specification.

None, or as per specification.

REMARKS:

Weathering/service temperatures: The natural tendency of epoxy coatings to chalk in outdoor exposure and to become more sensitive to 
mechanical damage and chemical exposure at elevated temperatures is also reflected in this product.

Film thicknesses/thinning:

Shades:

May be specified in another film thickness than indicated depending on purpose and area of use. This 
will alter spreading rate and may influence drying time and overcoating interval. Normal range dry is:
100-200 micron/4-8 mils. May be specified in lower film thickness for which purpose additional thinning 
is required, please see separate APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS. Avoid application of excessive 
film thicknesses.
The product is also available in a Micaceous Iron Oxide (MIO) pigmented shade (Shade no. 12430 – 
reddish grey).
This product is available in several aluminium pigmented shades with different volume solids content.

Application(s): Application onto zinc silicate or spray-metallized surfaces (thinning): It is recommended to apply the 
paint by using a "mist-coat" procedure provided the paint temperature is approximately above:
20°C/68°F. A thin, undiluted coat is applied (the mist coat) and after a few minutes, a second coat is 
applied in the full specified film thickness If the paint temperature is below:  20°C/68°F, thinning (max 
15%) may be required.

Overcoating: Overcoating intervals related to later conditions of exposure: If the maximum overcoating interval is 
exceeded, roughening of the surface is necessary to ensure intercoat adhesion.
Before overcoating after exposure in contaminated environment, clean the surface thoroughly with high 
pressure fresh water hosing and allow drying.

A specification supersedes any guideline overcoat intervals indicated in the table.

A specification supersedes any guideline overcoat intervals indicated in the table.Overcoating intervals:

For VOC of other shades, please refer to Safety Data Sheet.

VOC - EU Directive 2004/42/EC: 5 vol. % thinning

248 g/l 500 g/l4588012170

As supplied Limit phase II, 2010

216 g/l

Product
Not available.

Environment Immersion

HEMPATEX 54 h 4.5 d 18 h 36 h 6 h 12 h

HEMPADUR 4.5 d 90 d 90 d36 h 30 d12 h

Environment

Min Max Min Max Min Max

HEMPATHANE 54 h Ext. 18 h Ext. 6 h Ext.

Atmospheric, medium

HEMPADUR 54 h Ext. Ext.18 h Ext.6 h

0°C (32°F) 10°C (50°F) 20°C (68°F)

NR = Not Recommended, Ext. = Extended, m = minute(s), h = hour(s), d = day(s)

Surface temperature:

Date of issue: March 2016 Page: 2/2
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Product Data
HEMPADUR MASTIC 45880

HEMPADUR MASTIC 45880 For professional use only.Note:

This Product Data Sheet supersedes those previously issued.
For explanations, definitions and scope, see “Explanatory Notes” available on www.hempel.com. Data, specifications, directions and recommendations given in this data sheet 
represent only test results or experience obtained under controlled or specially defined circumstances. Their accuracy, completeness or appropriateness under the actual conditions 
of any intended use of the Products herein must be determined exclusively by the Buyer and/or User.
The Products are supplied and all technical assistance is given subject to HEMPEL's GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALES, DELIVERY AND SERVICE, unless otherwise expressly agreed 
in writing. The Manufacturer and Seller disclaim, and Buyer and/or User waive all claims involving, any liability, including but not limited to negligence, except as expressed in said 
GENERAL CONDITIONS for all results, injury or direct or consequential losses or damages arising from the use of the Products as recommended above, on the overleaf or otherwise.
Product data are subject to change without notice and become void five years from the date of issue.

X Move PDS Disclaimer to Second page

ISSUED BY: HEMPEL A/S 4588012170
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Description:

Recommended use:

Service temperature:

Certificates/Approvals:

Availability:

HEMPATHANE HS 55610 is a two-component glossy acrylic polyurethane topcoat, cured with aliphatic 
isocyanate, with good gloss and colour retention. Contains zinc phosphate.

As a VOC-compliant, high-build finishing coat for protection of structural steel in severely corrosive 
environment. May be specified as a one coat "Direct To Metal" system in environments classified  as 
C2 and C3.

Maximum, dry exposure only: 120°C/248°F see REMARKS overleaf

Part of Group Assortment. Local availability subject to confirmation.

Approved as a low flame spread material when used as part of a predefined paint system. Please refer 
to “Declaration of Conformity” on www.Hempel.com for further details.
Complies with EU Directive 2004/42/EC: subcategory j.

55610: BASE 55619: CURING AGENT 97050

Product Data
HEMPATHANE HS 55610

PHYSICAL CONSTANTS:

The physical constants stated are nominal data according to the HEMPEL Group's approved formulas.

Shade nos/Colours:
Finish:
Volume solids, %:
Theoretical spreading rate:

VOC content:
Fully cured:

Specific gravity:
Flash point:

-

10000/ White. (see REMARKS overleaf)
Glossy
67 ± 1
6.7 m2/l [268.7 sq.ft./US gallon] - 100 micron/4 mils

7 day(s) 20°C/68°F

- *Wide range of colours available via Hempel's MULTI-TINT system.
*other shades according to assortment list.

31 °C [87.8 °F]
1.4 kg/litre [12 lbs/US gallon]

336 g/l [2.8 lbs/US gallon]

Surface-dry: 3 hour(s) 20°C/68°F

Shelf life: 3 years for BASE and 2 years (25°C/77°F) for CURING AGENT from time of production.

Through-dry: 8 hour(s) 20°C/68°F

APPLICATION DETAILS:

Version, mixed product:
Mixing ratio:

Application method:
Thinner (max.vol.):

55610

7:1 by volume
Airless spray (see REMARKS overleaf) / Brush (see REMARKS overleaf)
08080 (5%) / 08080 (5%)

Pot life:
Nozzle orifice:

2 hour(s) 20°C/68°F
0.017 - 0.021 "

Nozzle pressure: 175 bar [2537.5 psi]
(Airless spray data are indicative and subject to adjustment)

Indicated film thickness, dry: 100 micron [4 mils] / 4 mils (see REMARKS overleaf)
Indicated film thickness, wet: 150 micron [6 mils] / 6 mils
Overcoat interval, min:  see REMARKS overleaf
Overcoat interval, max:  see REMARKS overleaf

BASE 55619: CURING AGENT 97050

Safety: Handle with care. Before and during use, observe all safety labels on packaging and paint containers,
consult HEMPEL Safety Data Sheets and follow all local or national safety regulations.

HEMPEL'S THINNER 08080Cleaning of tools:

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
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Product Data
HEMPATHANE HS 55610

SURFACE PREPARATION: According to specification.

APPLICATION CONDITIONS: Apply only on a dry and clean surface with a temperature above the dew point to avoid condensation.
Minimum temperature for curing is: -10°C/14°F
At the freezing point and below be aware of the risk of ice on the surface, which will hinder adhesion.
The film formation may be adversely affected by light rain, high humidity and/or condensation during 
application and the following interval after application:24 hours , 20°C/68°F
In confined spaces provide adequate ventilation during application and drying.

PRECEDING COAT:

SUBSEQUENT COAT:

According to specification. Recommended systems are: HEMPADUR FAST DRY 15560, HEMPADUR 
MASTIC 45880/45881 

None.

REMARKS:

Colours/Colour stability:

Weathering/service temperatures:

Colour stability for some shades may be effected by exposure to harsh chemical atmospheres. This 
does not affect the performance of the coating. For certain colours (yellow, red, orange, green, etc.),
extra coats may be necessary to obtain full opacity.
For aluminium pigmented shades scratching actions or high humidity/water may cause discolouration/
disturbances of the surface. This will have no influence on the performance. This phenomenon may be 
avoided by applying a clear varnish.
At service temperature above 100°C/212°F, slight discolouration may be expected. The product will 
become softer.

Film thicknesses/thinning:

Shades:

May be specified in another film thickness than indicated depending on purpose and area of use. This 
will alter spreading rate and may influence drying time and overcoating interval. Normal range dry is:
minimum 50 micron/2 mils (diluted), minimum 75 micron/3 mils (undiluted), maximum 125 micron/5 mils

This product is available in several aluminium pigmented shades with different volume solids content.
Contact HEMPEL for more information.

Application(s): When specified as a one coat “Direct to Metal”-system follow “Good Painting Practise” and apply stripe 
coating before the spray application on areas difficult to cover properly by spray application.
CURING AGENT 97050 : is sensitive to moisture.
Even small traces of water in the mixed paint will reduce the pot life and result in film defects.

Open curing agent cans with caution as overpressure might exist.Curing agent:

HEMPATHANE HS 55610 For professional use only.Note:

Overcoating: Overcoating intervals related to later conditions of exposure: If the maximum overcoating interval is 
exceeded, roughening of the surface is necessary to ensure intercoat adhesion.
Before overcoating after exposure in contaminated environment, clean the surface thoroughly with high 
pressure fresh water hosing and allow drying.

A specification supersedes any guideline overcoat intervals indicated in the table.

This Product Data Sheet supersedes those previously issued.
For explanations, definitions and scope, see “Explanatory Notes” available on www.hempel.com. Data, specifications, directions and recommendations given in this data sheet 
represent only test results or experience obtained under controlled or specially defined circumstances. Their accuracy, completeness or appropriateness under the actual conditions 
of any intended use of the Products herein must be determined exclusively by the Buyer and/or User.
The Products are supplied and all technical assistance is given subject to HEMPEL's GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALES, DELIVERY AND SERVICE, unless otherwise expressly agreed 
in writing. The Manufacturer and Seller disclaim, and Buyer and/or User waive all claims involving, any liability, including but not limited to negligence, except as expressed in said 
GENERAL CONDITIONS for all results, injury or direct or consequential losses or damages arising from the use of the Products as recommended above, on the overleaf or otherwise.
Product data are subject to change without notice and become void five years from the date of issue.

X Move PDS Disclaimer to Second page

Storage Conditions: Store in a dry place and keep the can tightly closed until use.

Overcoating note: A completely clean surface is mandatory to ensure intercoat adhesion, especially at long overcoating 
intervals. Any dirt, oil, grease, and other foreign matter must be removed with suitable detergent 
followed by (high pressure) fresh water cleaning. Salts to be removed by fresh water hosing.
To check whether the quality of the surface cleaning is adequate, a test patch may be relevant.

ISSUED BY: HEMPEL A/S 5561010000

For VOC of other shades, please refer to Safety Data Sheet.

VOC - EU Directive 2004/42/EC: 5 vol. % thinning

362 g/l 500 g/l5561010000

As supplied Limit phase II, 2010

336 g/l

Product
Not available.

Environment

Min Max Min Max Min Max

Atmospheric, medium

HEMPATHANE 30 h None None18 h None6 h

-10°C (14°F) 0°C (32°F) 20°C (68°F)

NR = Not Recommended, Ext. = Extended, m = minute(s), h = hour(s), d = day(s)

Surface temperature:
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